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Introduction
• Shannon (58’) asks what is the smallest state-symbol product
needed to give a single-tape universal Turing machine (UTM).
• Over the years many authors took up Shannon’s challenge to
find the smallest UTM. (Minsky, Rogozhin, Kudlek, Neary and
Woods)
• By allowing periodic support we can find much smaller
universal machines. (Watanabe, Cook, Neary and Woods)
• Existing decidability results not applicable.
• Makes the problem of proving decidability results more difficult.
Main result
A TM with periodic support has a blank word repeated to left of
its input and another repeated to the right.
Theorem
Given an arbitrary 2-state, 2-symbol, single-tape Turing machine
with periodic support, the set of reachable configurations from an
arbitrary configuration is regular.
Many questions for such TMs are now decidable
• Will a computation halt?
• Does word w appear on the tape during a computation?
• Does a computation enter a repeating sequence of
configurations?
Turing machines with periodic support
Definition
A Turing machine with periodic support is a quintuple
M = (Q,Σ, f , l , r):
• state set Q = {q1, . . . q|Q|}
• symbol set Σ = {σ1, . . . σ|σ|}
• transition function f : Q × Σ→ Σ× {L,R} × Q
• left and right blank words l , r ∈ Σ+
No start state and no halting rule.
Turing machines with periodic support
TM configuration: c = u qxσ v
• qx is the current state
• σ is the read symbol
• u, v ∈ Σ∗ are the words to the left and right of σ on the tape
Appended blank word r ∈ {0, 1}∗ to c if the head exits to the right.
Prepended blank word l ∈ {0, 1}∗ to c if the head exits to the left.
Computation step: c1 ` c2
0 or more computations steps: c1 `∗ ct
Configurations reachable from c1: {ci |c1 `∗ ci}
2-state 2-symbol Turing machines
An arbitrary 2-state 2-symbol TM is given by the 4 transition rules:
qa, 0, σ1, d1, q1
qa, 1, σ2, d2, q2
qb, 0, σ3, d3, q3
qb, 1, σ4, d4, q4
Here σi ∈ {0, 1} is the write symbol, di ∈ {R, L} is the move
direction and qi ∈ {qa, qb} is the next state.
We can denote each possible machine as a triple (Σ,D,Q) where
Σ = {σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4}, D = {d1, d2, d3, d4}, and Q = {q1, q2, q3, q4}.
Reducing 4096 cases to 328 cases
Σ1 Σ2 Σ3 Σ4 Σ5 Σ6
σ1 = 0 0 0 0 0 1
σ2 = 0 0 0 0 1 0
σ3 = 0 0 1 1 1 1
σ4 = 0 1 0 1 0 0
The 16 possible cases for the 4
write symbols reduced to 6 cases.
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7
d1 = L L L R L L L
d2 = L L R L L R R
d3 = L R L L R L R
d4 = R L L L R R L
The 16 possible cases for the 4
move values reduced to 7 cases.
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9
q1 = qa qb qa qa qb qb qb qb qb
q2 = qb qa qb qb qa qa qb qb qb
q3 = qa qa qa qb qa qb qa qa qb
q4 = qa qa qb qa qb qa qa qb qa
The 16 possible cases for the 4 next state values reduced to 9 cases.
Regularity of {ci |c1 ` ci} is closed under 0-1, R-L and qa-qb symmetries.
Remove symmetries. Remove trap states.
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Periodic computations produce regular sets
Transition rule sequence s is executed between times t + i |s| and
t + (i + 1)|s| for all i ∈ N.
We need only consider that case where s contains m more right
move than left move instructions for some m ∈ N.
u′′, u′ ∈ {0, 1}∗
|u′| = m
Computation beginning at time t
TM tapeu′′
m m m
head trajectory
first iteration of s
u′
second iteration of s
u′
third iteration of s
u′
Pumping the number of u′ words gives all reachable configurations.
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Semi-periodic computations produce regular sets
After time t(0) the sequence Si is executed between times t(i) and
t(i + 1) for all i ∈ N, where t(i + 1) = t(i) + |Si |.
Si = (sr )
i+1e1(sl)
i+1h1(sr )
i+1e2(sl)
i+1h2 . . . (sr )
i+1ex(sl)
i+1hx
usr , usl , uhj , uej ∈ {0, 1}∗
sr contains m more right moves than left moves
|usr | = |usl | = m
sl contains m more left moves than right moves
|ul | = |usl | = m
(sr )
i+1
(sr )
i+1
e1
(sl)
i+1
(sl)
i+1
h1 e2h2
uh1 ue1
ue2uh2 33
usr usr usr usr
usl usl usl usluh1 usr r r usr ue1uh1 sr sr ue1
. . .
|usr |(i + 1)
|usr |(i + 2)3
iteration Si
iteration Si+1
Pumping the number of usr and usl words gives all reachable configurations.
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Binary counter M = (Σ5,D6,Q3) gives regular sets
M =
{
qa, 0, 0, L, qa qb, 0, 1, L, qa
qa, 1, 1,R, qb qb, 1, 0,R, qb
M increments a binary number via the 2 steps:
(1) scan right in qb 1
∗ → 0∗ until 0→ 1
(2) scan left in qa 0
∗ → 0∗ until 1→ 1.
Below M increments from 4 to 8.
qa1 0010 `2 qa1 1010 `4 qa1 0110 `2 qa1 1110 `8 qa1 0001︸︷︷︸ ︸︷︷︸ ︸︷︷︸ ︸︷︷︸ ︸︷︷︸
4 5 6 7 8
The set of reachable configurations is regular because:
• M generates all possible strings
• left and right scans have a simple form
• left blank word has no effect on the computation
• right blank word effects only a constant number of bits
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Conclusion
• For an arbitrary of a 2-state 2-symbol TM with periodic
support the set of reachable configurations is regular.
• First lower bounds given for the minimum possible size of
weakly universal TMs (smallest known machines have
state-symbol pairs of (4,2), (3,3), and (6,2)).
• The techniques used in this work can be used to prove
decidability for other state symbol pairs.
• The table provides and quick and easy way to identify the
type of computation of any 2-state 2-symbol TM.
• It would be of interest to provide computational complexity
analysis of the TM studied in this work.
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